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I. Introduction

Under the 2015 Paris Agreement on climate change, countries determine their own action plans and define their own nationally determined contributions (NDCs) to the global response to climate change.1 Jurisdictions that commit to stringent greenhouse gas (GHG) mitigation policies risk reducing the competitiveness of domestic industries. Relatedly, these jurisdictions also risk high-emissions production processes moving to low-standard nations, resulting in carbon leakage: an increase in GHG emissions elsewhere that negates the stringent requirements of the high-standard nations.

Policymakers are implementing border carbon adjustment (BCA) mechanisms on imports to prevent carbon leakage. BCA is a special tariff that targets the GHG emissions associated with imported products. The price applied to the embedded GHG emissions in these products would be a function of the difference between the climate change policy stringency in the two jurisdictions. In 2023, the European Union (EU) began the implementation of the Carbon Border Adjustment Mechanism (CBAM). Under CBAM, the relative stringency of the climate policies implemented in the EU and abroad is gauged by reference to the price of allowances in the EU emissions trading system and the level of carbon taxes and emissions trading system allowance prices in the non-EU countries.2 In the meanwhile, several similar proposals have been put forward in the United States including a proposal for a BCA instrument that would instead compare a broader set of regulatory requirements that discourage GHG emissions3 and legislation that would gauge the relative GHG emissions intensity of imported goods, which would of course reflect the full spectrum of emissions control strategies.4

We propose a taxonomy of approaches to comparing climate policies implemented in the importing and the exporting countries and analyze their relative strengths: (1) no crediting for any GHG emissions controls (no crediting BCA mechanism); (2) comparing only explicit carbon prices (costs that can be traced to carbon taxes and GHG emissions trading systems) (explicit BCA mechanism); (3) comparing effective carbon prices (the sum of explicit
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carbon prices and implicitly applied carbon prices (effective BCA mechanism); and (4) comparing an even broader set of climate change policy actions including those that do not have any implicit or explicit price effect (wide-open BCA mechanism).

Effective BCA mechanisms can yield better environmental outcomes, gain broader political support, and are more likely to be compatible with World Trade Organization (WTO) law than explicit BCA mechanisms. Although effective BCA mechanisms pose additional administrative challenges, many jurisdictions have trade policy experience that they could deploy. The other two approaches—no crediting BCA mechanism and wide-open BCA mechanism—are instead impractical from a political, legal, or administrative point of view.

Additionally, we propose that BCA mechanisms designed to allow for greater ambition in climate action should be seen as acts of “multilateral unilateralism [and] . . . should be subject to lighter WTO scrutiny.” 6 To ensure the policy frameworks that nations have developed in furtherance of their climate commitments are WTO-consistent, we propose creating a review mechanism under the auspices of the WTO (and perhaps the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC)) to assess whether the policy instruments used serve to advance implementation of the 2015 Paris Agreement and do not impose disproportionate burdens on trade compared to the environmental gains achieved. A finding of alignment with the Paris goals and proportionality would bar further WTO scrutiny of the policy.

II. Border Carbon Adjustment Mechanisms Explained

BCA mechanisms aim to prevent carbon leakage by imposing a tariff on imports from countries with less ambitious climate policies than the importing country. 7 The tariff level is established based on the difference between the stringency of policies in the importing and exporting countries. 8

Carbon leakage can be the consequence of three different effects. 9 First, mitigation policies can increase domestic production costs, reducing the competitiveness of domestic producers who lose sales to imports from low-standard countries. This can result in a net increase of GHG emissions as production shifts to relatively more-polluting jurisdictions. 10 Second, implementing strict GHG control policies may reduce the profitability of domestic carbon-intensive industries, leading to systematically lower investment in these enterprises over time to the benefit of industries in low-standard countries. 11 Third, mitigation policies that reduce the consumption of fossil fuels in one jurisdiction may decrease fossil fuel prices, thereby stimulating higher fossil fuel consumption in trading partners. 12

A well-designed BCA mechanism can “level the playing field” between domestic and foreign producers for products consumed domestically. 13 If imported goods are cheaper than domestically produced ones due to lower GHG constraints in the exporting country, a BCA mechanism will increase the price of imported goods as if these products were subject to the GHG controls that apply to domestic production.

BCA strategies can also induce trade partners to implement more ambitious climate policies. 14 Rather than having their exporters pay duties to importing nations, low-standard exporting countries have the incentive to implement carbon charges domestically to reduce the burden of the BCA mechanism.

III. Selecting Options to Credit for Policies Abroad

One approach would be to offer no border adjustment credit for the exporting nation’s climate policies. However, giving BCA credit for a range of climate policies abroad is more likely to be compatible with the Global Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) and is more likely to face less resistance from trade partners.

Second, explicit BCA mechanisms, such as the EU CBAM regulation, only credit the exporting nation’s climate policies that explicitly put a price on GHG emissions—carbon taxes and emissions trading systems. 15 In this context, the charge would equal the difference between explicit carbon price levels in the two jurisdictions.

A third approach, an effective BCA mechanism, would credit a broader set of climate change policy instruments that impose costs on GHGs. BCA credit would extend to instruments that increase the marginal cost of emitting GHGs even though they do not directly target the carbon content of fossil fuels or the GHGs embedded in products (implicit carbon pricing), such as energy taxes. The border adjustment would occur based on the levels of effective carbon prices (the sum of explicit and implicit carbon prices) 16 in the importing and exporting jurisdictions.

Fourth is the wide-open approach whereby the border tariff adjustment would credit all climate policies that
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reduce GHG emissions. This approach is problematic because it requires estimating the GHG price equivalence of diverse climate change policies, some of which may be challenging to quantify.

The remainder of the Article focuses on two design options. We put aside the no-credit option as likely too divisive and disruptive to efforts to get countries to work together to reduce GHG emissions—and inconsistent with the long-time trade system principles that diversity in policy choices must be respected and that form should not trump substance. We also drop the wide-open BCA approach as administratively difficult and politically problematic for the reasons noted above. Our analysis thus seeks to evaluate the relative merits of explicit BCA mechanisms (which establish a border tariff based entirely on comparing explicit GHG prices in the importing and exporting countries) versus an effective BCA mechanism (which compares explicit and implicit GHG prices in the two jurisdictions). We compare these two approaches regarding their effectiveness in greater climate—and more broadly environmental—action in exporting jurisdictions. Second, effective BCA mechanisms leave exporting countries wider latitude to determine how best to address climate change in their own political context. This wider latitude is likely to result in greater climate—and more broadly environmental—action in exporting jurisdictions. Second, effective BCA mechanisms increase the transparency of climate change actions undertaken in different jurisdictions by allowing countries to track net changes in the stringency of climate policies that may increase trust and spur co-opetition (a mix of cooperation and competition) between countries.

IV. Delivering Climate and Other Environmental Benefits

One could argue that explicit BCA mechanisms will yield better climate outcomes than effective BCA mechanisms because—through the crediting mechanism—the former incentivizes the adoption of carbon taxes and emissions trading schemes in trading partner countries. These instruments sharply focus on GHG mitigation. Instead, an effective BCA mechanism incentivizes exporting countries to implement a broader set of policies, some of which may only indirectly increase the price of burning fossil fuels.

While explicit carbon prices provide sharper incentives to mitigate emissions, it does not follow that explicit BCA mechanisms will deliver better GHG mitigation. This result emerges for two main reasons. First, effective BCA mechanisms leave exporting countries wider latitude to determine how best to address climate change in their own political context. This wider latitude is likely to result in greater climate—and more broadly environmental—action in exporting jurisdictions. Second, effective BCA mechanisms increase the transparency of climate change actions undertaken in different jurisdictions by allowing countries to track net changes in the stringency of climate policies that may increase trust and spur co-opetition (a mix of cooperation and competition) between countries.

A. Incentivizing Climate Change Policy Domestically and Abroad

In many countries, implicitly pricing GHG may be the only viable climate change policy option. Thus, effective BCA mechanisms might lead to greater overall GHG reductions than explicit BCA mechanisms. While explicit BCA mechanisms may incentivize the use of explicit carbon pricing, the flexibility of effective carbon prices allows for better alignment with national policy priorities and political realities.

Financial, technological, and administrative capacity constraints may also hinder implementing explicit carbon pricing in many jurisdictions. Policies that increase implicit carbon prices tend to pose fewer capacity constraints than explicit carbon pricing mechanisms. Indeed, implementing implicit carbon prices is often a more feasible option than explicit carbon pricing schemes, especially for low-capacity governments. Effective BCA mechanisms may, therefore, lead to more stringent climate change action in countries that struggle to implement explicit carbon prices due to financial, technological, or administrative capacity constraints.

B. Creating Transparency, Trust, and Co-Opetition

The Paris Agreement’s bottom-up approach to global climate policy can only function if trust exists among member countries. Effective BCA mechanisms are well-suited to create trust among countries because they reduce the risk of deceitful environmental tax reforms that seek to raise apparent GHG pricing but offer hidden rebates.

Effective BCAs can be a tool to incentivize the monitoring and public reporting of accurate data on the GHG pricing policies implemented in exporting countries. In particular, an effective BCA mechanism can stimulate the exporting jurisdiction to establish, through monitoring and reporting, a validated estimate of their domestic implicit carbon price. This additional transparency on effective carbon prices in various countries is itself valuable. However, such transparency can also contribute to
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increased trust and co-opetition among countries on climate change action undertaken abroad.

For effective carbon pricing approaches to increase trust and maintain legitimacy, estimates must be based on well-established calculation methodologies, publicly available and verifiable data, and a process that is transparent, fair, and open to review and challenge. Countries have adopted third-party verification and peer review to pursue their efforts to phase out inefficient fossil fuel subsidies and could replicate them to develop credible estimates of effective carbon prices.26

V. Addressing Political Constraints

Three dimensions of political viability are particularly relevant: (1) avoiding WTO disputes and retaliation from trading partners, (2) reducing the risk of disrupting existing international cooperation on climate change, and (3) supporting new sub-global cooperation on climate change action.

Implementing an effective BCA mechanism is less likely to create an intense backlash from trading partners than crediting only explicit carbon prices. The more flexible approach of crediting for effective carbon prices aligns more closely with the spirit of the 2015 Paris Climate Accord and its emphasis on NDCs to control emissions. At its core, an effective BCA mechanism respects other countries’ unique circumstances and sovereignty to a greater degree and better acknowledges the right of each nation to address climate change in light of its own specific circumstances.

This flexibility might be particularly useful in reducing opposition from the United States, a key player in international climate change negotiations. The United States may be more amenable to BCA mechanisms implemented abroad that incentivize the adoption of higher fuel taxes than it would be to mechanisms exclusively tied to explicit carbon prices.

There has been increasing international attention toward forming a climate club, an agreement among a group of countries with high ambitions for curbing climate change who seek to avoid carbon leakage and competitive disadvantage.27 BCA mechanisms can help prevent carbon leakage, and the threat of carbon tariffs may incentivize other countries to join the climate club.28 Effective BCA mechanisms may provide the flexibility needed to ensure that club membership can be open to enough countries to achieve viability.29 The United States’ scale of economic output, GHG production, and diplomatic leadership make its participation crucial to the success of any climate club.30

VI. Addressing Administrative Complexities

One reason for adopting explicit rather than effective BCA mechanisms is administrative simplicity. The administrative burden of effective BCA mechanisms may, however, be overstated.31

Implementing BCA mechanisms of any sort will require a significant amount of data and processing capacity.32 Importing countries require data on the emissions released in producing and transporting imported goods and those released in producing goods used as input. Furthermore, crediting for climate change policies implemented in the exporting jurisdiction requires data on the stringency of these policies.

Many jurisdictions have substantial experience analyzing policies implemented in countries from which they import products and calculating how these policies affect production costs. Indeed, governments of various countries frequently engage in subsidies and anti-dumping investigations and already possess significant capacity to analyze and compare policies implemented in exporting countries. This internal capacity, if harnessed, could gradually overcome difficulties in imposing effective BCA mechanisms.

In addition, international institutions33 and private-sector actors34 can produce standard methodologies for calculating effective carbon prices. These methodologies could serve as a basis for further refinements.

Once adequate estimates of effective carbon prices become available from international institutions, they could serve as default values to estimate the level of adjustment per ton of GHGs embedded in imported products. Organizations such as the International Trade Centre, Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, International Monetary Fund, and World Bank could help countries that lack adequate capacity to produce and verify estimates of effective carbon prices.

Certain policies that implicitly price carbon, such as negative credits for fossil fuel subsidies, might be more challenging to credit than others. The first countries to implement effective BCA mechanisms may initially only credit implicit carbon pricing policies that are easier to account for and expand crediting to more policies as they overcome administrative barriers.

VII. Compliance With GATT Rules

Scholarship and policy debates commonly assert that BCA mechanisms are unilateral measures that can restrict
trade and, therefore, need to comply with core provisions on nondiscrimination in the GATT. We believe that adequately designed BCA mechanisms should be seen as an example of “multilateral unilateralism” that should be understood to be tacitly conformed by exporting countries that have ratified the Paris Agreement. Since all WTO members are part of the Paris Agreement, BCA mechanisms adequately designed to allow for Paris-aligned ambition in climate policy have arguably been (tacitly) approved by WTO members.

Ideally, an ex-ante review mechanism could determine whether a BCA mechanism aligns with the Paris Agreement before implementation. This mechanism could operate under the auspices of the WTO—perhaps in conjunction with the UNFCCC—and a multilateral body could assess whether actions undertaken by the relevant jurisdictions qualify as “sufficiently multilateral” to bar scrutiny under the GATT. The implementation of such an ex-ante review mechanism could be part of a broader remaking of the trading system to align it with the international climate change regime and the sustainability imperative, such as the WTO reform agenda recently proposed in the Villars Framework advanced by the Remaking Trade for a Sustainable Future Project.

In the absence of such review mechanisms or tacit approval, BCA mechanisms will need to comply with the fundamental nondiscrimination obligations of the GATT: Article I and Article III. Alternatively, they would need to be justifiable under Article XX of the GATT. We believe that effective BCA mechanisms are more likely to comply with Article I and Article III, §2 of the GATT and are more likely to be justified under Article XX of the GATT.

A. Article III, §2 GATT

Under Article III, §2(a), countries may impose a charge on an imported product if that charge is equivalent to an internal tax the country already imposes on a “like” domestic product. Article III, §2’s national treatment obligation also prohibits importing countries from applying internal charges or taxes in excess of those that apply to domestic “like” products.

The relevant question becomes whether the BCA mechanism imposes a higher charge on imported products than is imposed on like domestic products. A BCA mechanism’s compatibility with Article III, §2 relies on the finding that two otherwise “like” products are, in fact, not “like” if their production resulted in different degrees of GHG emissions.

Factors relevant to whether two products are “like” include whether consumers see them as such, as well as the products’ use, “properties, nature and quality,” and competitive relationship. A few cases suggest that products with different levels of embedded GHG emissions may not be “like” products.

Effective BCA mechanisms are less likely to be considered de facto discriminatory because they account for a broader set of carbon constraints imposed on imported and domestic products. Under effective BCA mechanisms, producers from virtually any country would see the price they pay domestically recognized in the BCA mechanism.

While there is uncertainty about whether a BCA mechanism that results in a higher carbon price applied on imported products would be compatible with this provision, some case law suggests that the two products would not be considered “like.” If we follow this interpretation, BCA mechanisms that impose charges proportional to the GHG emissions embedded in products may be deemed as complying with the national treatment clause.

B. GATT Article I Comparison of Effective and Explicit Carbon Prices

Article I establishes that the importing country must grant equal treatment to “like” imported products regardless of the country of provenance. Likeness is determined by various factors, especially whether the products are in a competitive relationship. A BCA mechanism might be incompatible with Article I if like products are subject to different tariffs due to differences in embedded emissions. However, as discussed above, there are good reasons to believe that two products with different levels of embedded emissions are not “like” one another.

Another key concern on the compatibility of BCA mechanisms with Article I is that tying duties on otherwise “like” imported products to climate policies could constitute discrimination between exporting countries.
This key concern is a position commonly held in scholarly research, grey literature, and existing case law. An effective BCA mechanism is less likely to be seen as de facto discriminatory than an explicit BCA mechanism because the former accounts for a broader set of carbon constraints—allowing most countries to see their policies credited in the BCA mechanism. Overall, Sections VII, §§A and B show that if a BCA mechanism is scrutinized under the GATT, it is more likely to comply with Article I and Article III, §2 if it credits for effective carbon pricing. It is uncertain whether any BCA mechanism could be compatible with Article I.

Article XX (b) and (g) provide two relevant provisions that may justify BCA mechanisms despite conflict with the non-discrimination provisions.

C. GATT Article XX Exception (b)

Exception (b) allows for measures that are “necessary to protect human, animal or plant life or health.” There is overwhelming evidence of the severe risk that climate change poses to human, animal, and plant life and health. Thus, Exception (b) is likely to apply to BCA mechanisms.

To meet the requirements of Exception (b), the measure must also make a “material contribution” to protecting human, animal, or plant life or health, which requires a “genuine relationship of ends and means between the objective pursued and the measure at issue.” Because of their potential GHG mitigation outcomes, effective BCA mechanisms are likely to be seen as making a material contribution.

Complying with Exception (b) requires that no reasonably available and less trade-restrictive alternatives exist. Effective BCA mechanisms are likely to increase the administrative and compliance costs of the measure compared to explicit mechanisms, particularly in countries with lower levels of capacity. To address this, a share of the revenues from the BCA could support countries with limited capacity to estimate domestic effective carbon prices. Moreover, the flexible nature of the effective BCA mechanism indicates they may be the least trade-restrictive alternative.

Exception (b) also requires that the measure be proportional to the values it aims to achieve: the more critical the interests pursued, the more likely the measure is to pass the weighing and balancing test. Addressing climate change is one of the fundamental priorities of our time. Both types of mechanisms can support this endeavor.

D. GATT Article XX Exception (g)

Exception (g) protects measures relating “to the conservation of exhaustible natural resources.” BCA mechanisms relate to this, as they mitigate climate change. Effective BCA mechanisms relate to conserving exhaustible natural resources more strongly because these instruments incentivize environmental action beyond mitigation.

Another requirement of this provision—that the BCA mechanism must “relate to” conserving exhaustible natural resources—would be easily met. Because the Appellate Body has held that as long as the measure is not merely “incidentally” aimed at the conservation of exhaustible natural resources, well-designed BCA mechanisms should meet this requirement.

Finally, under Exception (g), the measure should be “made effective in conjunction with restrictions on domestic production or consumption.” Case law suggests that this element requires evenhanded—though not identical—treatment of domestic and imported products. Arguably, the evenhandedness of treatment is better assured by effective BCA mechanisms because they encompass a broader set of measures and are, therefore, better able to capture restrictions imposed on domestic and imported products.

E. GATT Article XX Chapeau

Article XX will only justify a measure if it complies with the Chapeau provision. The Chapeau provision requires that a measure not be applied in a way that constitutes arbitrary or unjustifiable discrimination between countries where similar conditions prevail, or that constitutes a disguised restriction on international trade.
Effective BCA mechanisms may better meet this requirement because they incorporate climate policies beyond explicit GHG pricing, thus avoiding arbitrary, unfair distinctions between countries that strictly impose an explicit carbon pricing scheme and countries that achieve similar results using other policies.

The Chapeau provision also requires that the measure not discriminate against countries where the same conditions prevail. Thus, importing countries cannot require exporting countries to adopt their domestic regulatory programs. To meet this requirement, BCA mechanisms should account for the climate policies the exporting country implements and the level of development. Effective BCA mechanisms may better meet the Chapeau requirement because they do not dictate how standards are to be met.

VIII. Conclusion

This Article elaborates a taxonomy of approaches to compare policies implemented by the importing and exporting countries under a BCA mechanism and argues that BCA mechanisms that consider both explicit and implicit carbon prices could yield more significant GHG emission reductions across the board, are more likely to be compatible with the GATT, and are more likely to support international cooperation on climate change than BCA instruments that consider exclusively explicit carbon prices. Many jurisdictions have significant capacity to impose this administratively more complex form of BCA mechanism and can, therefore, work toward gradually expanding the set of policies credited under BCA mechanisms.

In light of the 2015 Paris Agreement, well-designed BCA mechanisms should be understood as acts of multilateral unilateralism—and thus should be regarded as approved by all parties to the Paris Agreement. We call for a review mechanism under the UNFCCC or WTO to assess proposals for climate change policy measures that affect trade, such as BCA mechanisms. Measures aligned with the Paris Accord that are transparently specified, rigorously justified, not structured as a disguised barrier to trade, and with a trade burden that is not disproportionate to the climate policy gain should not be subject to further legal scrutiny under the GATT.
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